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Writing
Creative Composition

Be Creative!
ED the Squirrel is keen to read! Can you write
something creative for him?
Student Introduction

 � Inspired by your time at Robin Hill Country Park?

 � Now it’s time to use your imagination!
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POST-VISIT ACTIVITY

A Day in the life of a Rabbit
 » Write a story inspired by Robin Hill’s Rabbit Run 

 » Imagine you are a rabbit - what will you do, feel, hear,  
          smell, and see in one day? 

 ü Choose from task one, task two or task three 

 ü In pairs, share and plan ideas 

 ü On your own, write your story 

 ü Don’t forget to use descriptive noun phrases, and to include a 
main event, problem, climax, resolution and ending!

TASK
ONE

Descriptive noun phrases

Order of events i.e. what 
things will happen during 
the day

Main event, problem, 
climax

Resolution and ending

Adjective

dark

narrow

rough

dusty

cosy

crowded

muffled

uneven

Noun

tunnel

earth

entrance

nest

warren

passage

sounds

walls
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TASK
TWO

Descriptive noun phrases

Order of events i.e. what 
things will happen during 
the adventure

Main event, problem, 
climax

Resolution and ending

TASK
THREE

Descriptive noun phrases

Order of events i.e. what 
things will happen during 
the maze escape

Main event, problem, 
climax

Resolution and ending

An African Adventure!
 » Using Robin Hill’s African Adventure as setting, plan and write a 

story, using your imagination. 

 » Imagine you’re an animal or maybe you’ll be a tourist or local person! 
What will you do, feel, hear, smell, and see on your adventure? 

Lost in the Maze!
 » Use Robin Hill’s Giant Maze as your setting! Plan and write a story.

 » Imagine you’re lost in a maze - where are you? How will you escape? 
What will you endure?  What do you feel during the maze madness? 

Adjective

hungry

majestic

deafening

sweltering

terrifying

Noun

zebra

alligator

heat

roar
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Adjective

distant

frightening

cold

delicious

Noun

voices

shouts

smells

paths

KEY WORDS


